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Abstract 

The Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffSerir) models h t i x  

been introduced by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to meet the increasing 

demand for delivering Quality of Service (QoS) over the Intemet. The IntSrr~. mode1 ha3 

a scalability problem as it is based on individual flows. The DiffServ approach dle~iiites 

this problem by providing QoS based on fiow aggregates. 

Two services. Premium and Assured. have been introduced in the DiffServ model. 

Premium service protrides low delay and loti* jitter service by resen-ing the perik rate ot 

the user flows. Thus it is more expensive and is on!? used for high-demand applications. 

Assured service provides customers wit h a relatively reliable service. but without any 

quantitative guarantee. 



In this thesis, we propose a new type of service, nameiy the Loss Giuirurlteed (LG) 

service, for the Differentiated Services architecture. The Loss Guaranteed service c m  

provide a quantitative QoS guaranree in terrns of loss rate without per-flo\ip basrd 

resource reservation. A signaling protocol confoning to the DiffServ model. dong with 

rneûsurement-based admission control are designed to implement the Loss Guiirmreed 

service. Because this service does not allocate resources according to the peak trriffic 

requirement of each flow, it can achieve a high utilization level and. at the same time. 

provide a loss bound to the flows requesting this service. An extensive simulation mode1 

has k e n  developed to study the performance and viability of out proposed service model. 

The results show that the Loss Guaranteed service can üchieve a high level of u t  ilization 

while still reliably keeping packet loss within the desired target. Indeed. we are able to 

provide packet-loss parantees within the DiffServ architecture without the need for 

explicit resource reservation. 

Keywords: DiffServ, Premium Service. Assured Service. Cal1 PIdmission Control. Token 
Bucket, Buffer Management, Simulation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The current Intemet delivers one type of service. best effort, to al1 traffic. Traflic is 

processed as quickly as possible. but there is no guarantee of Quality of Service (QoS) in 

rems of performance. throughput a d o r  latency for individual or aggregaied Hows. 

Nowadays. customers demand a wide range of information types to be transfrrred oLer 

the Internet, such as voice, music. video. graphics, streaming media trüffic, Java scripts. 

etc. Each type of information has different quality of service requirements. At the same 

time, and with the rapid transformation of the Intemet into a commercial infrastructure. 

the service expectations of the Intemet customer became widely variable. For example. 

the DotCom companies are willing to make an investment to provide more reliable and 

predictable services to customers. Similady, the users of IP telephony and 

videoconferencing are willing to pay a higher price to improve the performance of such 



applications. Meanwhile. there are still many more users who only w n t  to pay as little as 

possible for basic services. such as ernail exchange or web surfing. 

Motivated by the changes in user expectations and Internet applications, there is ;i 

arowing demand to replace the current best effort service with a model in which users. D 

applications. or individual packets are differentiated based on their service needs. T w  

broÿd paradigms for quülit y of service in next -genrrat ion internet have r mrrged: 

Integrated Services (IntServ). and Differentiated Services (DiffServ). 

The IntServ model [ I I  provides Quality of Service to individual pcicket t low throug 

resource reservation and admission control mechanisms. Resource ReSerVation Protocol 

(RSVP) [3.3]. which is k i n g  implemented for IP routers. is used as the signaling 

protocol in IntServ. The basic concept of the IntServ model is the enhancement of the 

existing IP routen with resource reservation capabilities. thus givins the Internet 3 

connection-oriented character. Hence. operations like policino-. shaping. admission 

control and QoS management are provided by RSVP routers on a per-flou. basis [3 11. 

However, in a large-scale network with millions of connected users. the number of IP 

sessions handled by a core RSVP router can be very large. Therefore. the execution of the 

above functions for every active flow in a core IP router leads to poor performance and to 

non-scalable network architecture. 
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The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) model [-lj was introduced to alleviate the 

difficulties associüted with the IntServ model. This approlich focuses primarily on 

aggregates of flows in the core routers. with the intention of differrntiating between 

service classes rather than providing absolute per-flow QoS measures. Though the ticcess 

routers (or first hop routers) can still process packets on a per-flow basis. the core routers 

do not maintain per-tlow state and process traffic based on a small number of Per Hop 

Behaviors (PHB) encoded in the packet header [j]. Therefore. the DiffSrr~ model is 

more scalable as only a limited number of service classes exist in the network. The 

amount of state information is proponional to the number of classes riither than the 

number of tlows. Moreover. ii is easier to implement because sophisticated clüssificürion. 

marking, policing and shaping operations are only needed at the neirvork boundxy. 

Premium service and Assured service are the first two types of services other than the 

best effort service. which have been discussed within the Internet community. Premium 

service [ 46 ]  provides low-delay and low jitter service by guaranteeing the peak rare of 

user flows (71. It is expected that the Prernium service traffic would be tillocated a small 

percentage of the total network capacity. but would be priced much higher than oiher 

traffic. One use of such a service rnight be to create "virtual leased lines", saving the cost 

of building and maintaining a separate network. This service c m  also be used for 

commercial applications, suc h as video broadcasts and voice-over-[P. The Expedited 

Fonvarding PHI3 [8] defined by rhe Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) can be used 

to build Premium service. 
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A potential disadvantage of Premium service is its weak support for bursts and the hct 

that users have to pay even i f  they are not using the bandwidth. The Assurcd service 

mode1 [IO] tries to offer a service that cannot guarantee bandwidth but provides 

assurance that high priority packets receive preferential trearment over loiver priority 

packets [11] .  E T F  defined the Assured Forwarding PHB [9] which c m  br used to build 

Assured service. A queue management mec hanism. Random Early Detection (RED) \vit h 

multiple thresholds [ I  1.121, is introduced for the impiementation of this service. During 

periods of network congestion. packets from the low-profile traffic have hizher drop 

probability than those from the high-profile traffic. This then assures the high-pro fi Ir 

packets c m  always gain a relative1 y higher throughput under such a situation. However. 

Assured service cannot provide any quantitative guarantee to the traffic. 

In this thesis, we introduce a new type of service within the DiffServ architecture. This 

service is infended to provide a more predictable Quality of Service than Assurrd 

service in terms of loss rate. The service guarantees a loss bound to user flows as long iis 

the flows conform to the traffic specification (Tspec) [13]. Hence we cal1 it the Loss 

G~iaranreed (LG) service. The motivation of our research is based on the following two 

facts: 

u The fiows generated by many Intemet applications are very bursty in nature. 

but the burstiness tends to be smoothed out with increased traffic aggregation 

and multiplexing. 
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a Many applications are tolerant to occasional packet loss and/or delit! 

vio Mon. 

By usinj the fust argument above. we can develop a new service, which takes aduntagc 

of traffic aggregation by not allocating the bandwidth based on peük rares of individual 

florvs. The second argument allows us to loosen the loss and delay bounds cornmitted to 

user Rows in order to achieve a high multiplexing gain. A measurement-based admission 

control M B A C )  is designed to implement this service. 

The role of any admission control algorithm is to ensure that admitting a new flou into a 

resource constrained network does not violate service commitrnents made by the netrwt-k 

to existing tlo\vs. There are two basic approaches to admission control: prlrcr~rrc~~~r-b<r.~c)~l 

and ~~leusitreriie)ir-bused admission control. Parameter-based admission çontrol çomputcs 

the amount of network resources required to suppon a set of fiouls given a priori tlow 

characteristics. Measurement-based admission control relies on measurements of 

observed behavior of the current aggregated traffic. The main criterion used in evaluatin~ 

any admission control algorithm is how well it fulfills its primary role of ensuring that 

service commitments are not violated. The simplest way to ensure complete commit ment 

conformance is to allocate enough resources to meet the worst-case requirement of each 

flow. This is the admission control scheme used in the Premium sentice rnodel. For 

bursty sources. this scheme results in low network utilization. Hence. a second evduation 
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critenon is the level of network utilization an admission control algorithm can achieve 

while stili meeting its service cornmitments. 

The admission control scheme we designed for providing the Loss Guaranteed service 

does not allocate resources according to the peak traffic requirement of eiich flox. 

Instead, the measured quantities are used to reflect the actual resource requirernents of the 

aggregate flows. The effects of the newly arriving tlow on existing tloivs ;ire csiilcuinted 

from the traffic specification (Tspec) of the new flow. Admission control tries to 

maximize utilization whiie stili keeping the loss bound commitments to existing flows on 

aggregate basis. 

The signaling protocol designrd for the Loss Guaranteed service is different h m  RSVP 

in that it does not require per flow resource reservation. Per-flow s t m  information does 

not need to be maintained within the network. Thus the periodical "reserv" message 

required in RSVP to refreshhpdate flow's reservation state is not necessary in our 

signaling protocol. Similarly. the "teardown" message in RSVP to clrar the stiite 

information is also not required. 

The Loss Guaranteed service is not intended to replace any existing services proposed for 

the Differentiated Services architecture, but is an additional class of service that cm 

provide a quantitative Quality of Service. which is not available with Assured service. 

When compared with Premium senice. the Loss Guannteed service does not pro~idr 



bandwidth guarantees of users' peak rates. Packets using this service mny experiencs 

occasional delny and loss \vit hin a control lcd level. However. the Loss Guiirmtred 

service can achieve a much higher utilization level than Premium service. 

The rest of the thesis organized as follows. In Chapter 7, we introduce the Integrated 

Services (Int Serv) and Different iated Service (DiffServ) architectures. For the Int Ss rv  

model. we discuss the necessary mechanisms and components wi th  the focus on the 

signaling protocol, RSVP, and the two service classes. Guaranrerd service and 

Controlled-Load service. Then the problerns with the IntServ model are noted. For the 

Di ffServ mode 1. we describe the arc hi tect ure. resource ailoclit ion and the r wo proposed 

services. Premium and Assured. Chapter 2 nlso gives an introduction to measure ment- 

brised admission control. 

In Chapter 3, we introduce the Loss Guaran iteed service proposed for DiffSri-Y. The 

signaling process and the admission control scherne. which include admission contiol 

al_gorithm, loss estimation process and measurement process, are described in detail. 

In Chapter 4, we provide a performance evaluation of the admission control scheme 

designed for the Loss Guaranteed senrice using a comprehensive simulation study. 

Finally. Chapter 5 provides conclusions and future directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

In this chapter. we overview the Integrated Services (InServ) and Differentiated Srr\,iccs 

(DiffServ) architectures. For the IntServ architecture. Resource ReSerhtion Protocol 

(RSVP) is described in detüil and the problems with the IntServ model are pointed out. 

The DiffServ architecture and its two main services, Prernium and Assured. ;ire 

described. Measurernent-based admission contro l schemes rire dso discussed. Suc h 

schemes are essentiai to O u r  proposed Loss Guaranteed service model. - 

2.1 Integrated Services 

The IntServ approach [ l ]  focuses on individual packet flows, which represent streams of 

IP packets having the same source and destination address. the same TCPlLTDP pon 

number and the same protocol field. In this approach, each flow can request specific 
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levels of service from the network. The levels of service are quantified as ii minimum 

service rate, a delay bound andor a maximum loss rate. The network gants or rejecis o 

traffic flow based on availability of resources and the parantees provided to other flo\vs. 

The IntServ architecture includes three major components: 

n The admission control unit, which checks if the network can grltnt the service 

request. 

o The packet fonvarding mechanisms, w hich performs rhe per-packet operations 

of flow classification. shaping. schedu ling and buffer management in the  

routers 

3 Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP).  w h i c h  sets up sorne t1o\ir stare. ~ g . .  

bandwidth reservations. filters or accounting in the rourers ri tlow goes 

through. 

The IntServ model proposes two service classes in addition to rhe best effori senice. 

These are: 

1) Guaranteed service for applications requiring a fixed delay bound. 

2) Controlled-Load service for applications requiring probabilistic delay bounds. 

2.1.1 Guaranteed Service 

Guaranteed service. defined in [14], provides firm bounds on the queueing deliiys that 3 

packet will experience in a router. In this service model, a source is characterized by 
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Tspec[L3]. which takes the form of a token bucket specification plus a peiik rate. ri 

minimum policed unit and a maximum packet size. The token bucket specification [35] 

has two parameters: the token rate, rl and the token bucket depth, b. Each token 

represents a single bit: sending a packet consumes as many tokens as there are bits in the 

packet. A source is said Io conform to its token bucket specification if no paçker is sent 

when the token bucket is empty. The requested Guaranteed service is chiiracterizcd by 3 

transmission rate. R. at which pxkets will be transmitted. In essence. (i session requesting 

Guaranteed service requires that the bits in its packets be guaranteed a foiwarding rate of 

R bitslsec. Given that traffic is specified usine ü token bucket spccificütion and a 

ouaranteed rate of R is k ing  requested. it is also possible to bound the munirnum 
t 

qucueing delay at the router. 

The Gunranteed service traffic must be policed at the network m e s s  points to ensure 

conformance to their Tspecs. This ensures that non-conforming traffic does not interieir 

with other conforming flows cciusing them to miss their contracts. Guaranteed servicc is 

intended for app liciit ions \vit h stringent real-t ime delivery requirement such 3s audio ancl 

video applications that have fixed "play-out" buffers and are intolerant of any datrigram 

amvin; after their playback time. In fact, Guaranteed service provides a service that is 

similar to traditional teIecommunicûtions circuit switching. The flow effect ive1 y sees a 

dedicated wire of bandwidth between the sender and receiver. 
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2.1.2 Controlled-Load Service 

A session receiving Controlled-Load service will receive "a quality of service closely 

approximating the QoS that same flow would receive from an unloaded n e t i w r l  

element" [l j] .  Given a fixed amount of bandwidth allocated to serve the Controlled-Load 

traffic, admission control must be employed IO control admittance of flours usine rhe 

service. A flow requestin; Controlled-Load service sends its Tspec to the routers in rhe 

network. If the flow is admitteci, each router cornmits to ot'tèr the fIow ri service 

equivalent to that seen by a best-effort flow on a lightly loaded network. The importanr 

difference from the traditional best effort service is that the performance of a Controlled- 

Load flow does not noticeably deteriorate as the network load increases. By contrxt. ri 

best-effort flow would experience progressively worse service (higher de lüy and loss) as 

the network load increases. Controlled-Load service is intended for applications thrit can 

tolerate a certair: amount of loss and delay provided it is kept to an acceptable level [36). 

2.1.3 Resource Reservation Protocol 

Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) (21 has k e n  deve loped as a signaling protocol 

for resource reservation and is one of the major components of the IntServ architecture. 

The signaling process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The sender sends a P.4TH Message to 

the receiver speci fying the c haracteristics of the traffic. Every intermediate router dong 

the pûth fonvards the PATH Message to the next hop determined by the routing protocol. 

Upon receiving a PATH Message. the receiver responds with a RESV message to request 

resources for the fIow. Every intermediate router dong the path c m  accept or reject the 



request of the RESV Message. If the request is rejected. the router will send ün error 

message to the receiver, and the signaling process rvill terminate. If  the request i s  

accepted. link bandwidth and buffer space are allocated for the flow and the related tlow 

state information will be installed in the router. 

.(2) PATH- (3j PATH 
4- 

RSVP Cloud - 
- (5 )  RESV- - ) 

sender (6) Router? ,-Router (4) Rcccivcr 

Figure 2.1 RSVP Signaling 

RSVP uses a so-called "soft-stûte" whereby reservations t imeout in the absence of refres h 

RESV messages from end sysiems within a certain timeout period. In the refreshing state. 

a RESV message received by a node is not propagated upstream immediütrly. Instead it  

is held until the end of some refresh period epoch whereupon it is merged with RESV 

messages that were received from other downstream nodes during the last refresh period 

epoch to create a single refresh RESV message to be propagated upstream. This merging 

mechanisrn ensures that the number of the refreshing RESV messages received by the 

sender in the refreshing state is detemiined by the number of its next hops rather than rhe 

number of receivers. 



2.1.1 Drawbacks of the IntServ Architecture 

The IntServ mode1 provides users with an end-to-end QoS through resource reservürion 

and admission control mechanisms dong the data poth. It makes it  possible for 

applications with different levels of QoS requirement to share the use of the Intemet. 

However. as this service mode1 is based on individual f l o ~ .  it suffers from the following 

drawbricks: 

3 Scalability: The amount of state information increases proponionally with rhe 

number of flows. This places a huge storage and processine overhead on thc 

routers. Therefore. this architecture does not scrile uell in Internet blickbonc 

networks. 

o Cost: RSVP. admission sonri-01. Multi-Field (MF) clitssific;ition and piickct 

scheduling have to be supponed by al1 the routers. This places a iery hirh 

computational requirement on the routers. 

o Deployment: Partial and incremental deployrnent is not possible for 

Guaranteed service. The current router architecture has to be modified in urdci- 

to support RSVP in the IntServ architecture. 

2.2 Differentiated Services 

To alleviate the problems with the IntServ architecture. Differentiated Services hüs becn 

introduced. The idea behind the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture is baseri 

on aggregation of fIows. Service discrimination is provided through the differentiittion 
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betwecn service classes rather than providin; absolute per-flo w QoS management. Core 

routers do not maintain per-flow States and fonvard packets based on a smdl  number of 

Per Hop Behaviors (PHB) encoded in the packet header [5.16]. Per-flow based operütions 

need only be processed at the edge of the network. 

2.2.1 Differentiated Services Architecture 

The DiffServ architecture is based on a simple mode1 where traffic entering a neiwork is 

oned to classified and possibly conditioned at the boundaries of the network. and assi, 

different behavior aggrepates (classes of service). Each behavior Iiggregatr is identifird 

by a single DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) [j. 161. Within the core of the nerwork. packcts 

are fonvarded according to the per-hop behavior associated with the DSCP. 

1.1.1.1 Differentiated Service Domain 

A DiffServ domain is a contiguous set of DiFfServ nodes. which operate IL ith a cornmon 

service provisioning policy and set of PHB groups implemented on sach node r see Figure 

2.2). A DiffServ domain has a well-defined boundmy consisting of DiffServ boundary 

nodes. which classify and possibly condition ingress traffic to ensure ihat packets. which 

transit the domain, are appropriately marked to select a PHB from one of the PHB ~roups  

supponed within the domain. Nodes wit hin the DiffServ domain select the fonvardin= 

behwior for packets based on their DSCP, mapping that value to one of the supponed 

P r n s .  
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Figure 2.7 DiffServ Architecture 

DiffServ boundmy nodes interconnect the DiffServ domain to other DiffServ or non- 

DiffServ-capable domains. while DiffServ interior nodes only connect to other DiffServ 

interior or boundary nodes within the same DiffServ domain. Both DiffServ boundary 

nodes and interior nodes must be able to apply the appropriate PHB to packets based on 

the DSCP. In addition. DiffServ boundary nodes may be required to perform triiffic 

condit ioning funct ions as defined by a Traffic Condit ioning Agreement (TCA) betureen 

their DiffServ domain and peenng domain, which they connect to. DiffServ boundiiry 

nodes act both as an ingress node and an egress node for different directions of rraffic. 

Traffic enters a DiffServ domain at an ingress node and leaves a DiffServ do main at an 
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egress node. An ingress node is responsible for ensuring that the traffic entering the 

DiffServ domain conforms to the TCA between the DiffServ domain and the other 

domain to which the ingress node is connected. An egress node may perform traffic 

conditioning functions on traffic forwarded to a directly connected peering domain. 

depending on the details of the TC4 between the two dornains. 

2.2.1.2 Differentiated Service Region 

A DiffServ region is a set of one or more contiguous DiffServ domains. .A DiffSen 

region is capable of supporting Differentiated Services dong pciths which spm the 

dornains within the region. The DiffServ domains in a DiffServ region may suppor< 

different PHB groups inrernally and differcnt codepoint to PHB mappings. The peering 

DiffServ domains must each establish a peering Service Level Agreement (SL.4). which 

defines a TCA. The TCA specifies how transit traffic from one DiffSer~ domain io 

mother is conditioned at the boundary between the two DiffServ domains. 

2.2.1.3 Traffic Classification and Conditioning 

DiffServ are extended across a DiffServ domain boundary by establishing an SLA 

between an upstream network and a downstream DiffServ dornain. The SL.4 may specify 

packet classification and re-marking niles and may also specify traffic profiles and 

actions to traffic streams, which are in- or out-of-profile. The TCA between the domains 

is derived fkom this SLA. The packet classification policy identifies the subset of traffic 
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which may receive a Differentiated Service by k ing  conditioned andfor mapped to one 

or more behavior aggregates within the DiffServ domain. 

Traffic conditioning perforrns metering, shaping, policing andor re-markins to ensure 

that the traffic entering the DiffServ domain confoms to the rules specified in the TCh. 

in accordance with the domain's service provisioning policy. The entent of trriffic 

conditioning required is dependent on the specifics of the service offering. and may range 

from simple codepoint re-marking to complen policing and shaping operations. 

Ciussifie rs: 

Packer classifiers select packets in a trriffic Stream based on the content of some portion 

of the packet header. Two types of classifiers are defined. The B A  (Behüwor .-iggreo_;ite) 

Classifier classifies packets based on the DSCP only. The MF (Mult i-Field) cIassific.r 

selects packets based on the value of a combinat ion of one or more header fields. suc h ris 

source address, destination address. DSCP field, protocol ID, source port and destination 

port numbers. and other information such as incoming interface. Classifiers are used to 

"steer" packets matching some specified rule to an element of a traffic conditioner Cor 

further processing. Classifiers must be configured by some management procedure in 

accordance with the appropriate TCA. The classifier should authenticate the information 

which it uses to classify packets. 
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Trafic Profiles: 

A traffic profile specifies the temporal propenies of a traffic stream selected by ii 

classifier- It provides rules for determining whether a particular packet is in- or out-of- 

profile. For exarnple. a profile based on a token bucket rnay look like: 

DSCP = X, rise rokeri-brtcker r, b 

The above profile indicates that al1 packets marked with DSCP X should be meiisured 

against a token bucket meter with rate r and burst size O. In this example out-of-protilc 

packets are those packets in the traffic stream which arrive when insufficient tokcns are 

rivailable in the bucket. 

Different conditioning actions rnay be applied to the in-profile packets and out-of-pro fi lc 

packets. or different accounting actions rnay be triggered. In-profile pückets ma! bc 

allowed to enter the DiffServ domain without funher conditioning; or. alternati\~ly. their 

DSCP may be changed. Out-of- profile packets may be queued until they are in-profile 

(shaped). discarded (policed), marked with 3 new codepoint (re-miirked). or forwarded 

unchanged while trigering some accounting procedure. Out-of-profile pückets r n q 4  bc 

mapped to one or more behavior aggregates that are "inferior" in some dimension of 

forwarding performance to the BA into which in-profile packets are mapped. 

Trafic Condirioner: 

A trûffic conditioner may contain the following elernents: meter. marker. shaper. and 

dropper. A traffic stream îs selected by a classifier, which steers the packets to a logical 



instance of a traffic conditioner. A meter is used to measure the traffic srreitm ügainst il 

traffic profile. The state of the meter with respect to a paniculiir packet k g . .  whether ii 1s 

in- or out-of-profile) may be used to affect ri marking, dropping. or shaping action. When 

packets exit the traffic conditioner of a DiffServ boundary node the DSCP of rüch packet 

must be set ro an appropriate value. Figure 2.3 shows the block diügram of a classifier 

and traffic conditioner. The functions of traffic conditioners include' : 

O  mete en: Traffic meters rneasure the temporal propenies of the stream of packets 

selected by a classifier üccording to a traffic profile specified in a TCX. .A metcr 

passes state information to ot her condit ioning functions to trioger a pürticu llir action 

for each packei that is either in- or out-of-profile. 

o Markers: Packet markers set the DiffServ field of ÿ. packet to a pürticulüi DSCP. 

cidding the marked packet to a particular behavior aggregate. The miirker ma' be 

configured to mark al1 packets, which are steered to it to a single DSCP. or mny be 

configured to mark a packet to one of a set of DSCPs used to select a PHB in a PHB 

group, according to the state of a meter. 

o Shapers: Shapers delay some or al1 of the packets in a traffic Stream in order to bring 

the stream into compiiance with a traffic profile. A shaper usually has a finite-size 

buffer. and packets may be discarded if there is no sufficient buffer space ro hold the 

delayed packets. 

o Droppers: Droppers discard some or al1 of the packets in a trafic stream in order to 

bring the stream into cornpliance with a iraffic profile. This process is k n o w n  3s 
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"policin;" the Stream. Note that a dropper can be implemented as a special case of a 

shaper by setting the shaper buffer size to zero (or a few) packets. 

Figure 2.3 Logical View of a Packet Classifier and Traffic Condirioner 

v v 

Traffic condit ioners are usuall y located w it hin Di ffServ ingress and egress boundüiy 

nodes. but may also be located in nodes within the interior of a DiffServ domüin. or 

-b 

within a non-DiffServ-capable domain. 

Shaped 
Dropper 

2.2.1.1 Per-Hop Behavior 

A per-hop behavior (PHB) [4,5] is a description of the extemally observable fonvürding 

behavior of a DiffServ node applied to a panicular DiffServ behavior aggregate. The 

PHB is the means by which a node allocates resources to behavior aggregates, and it  is on 

top of t his basic hop-by-hop resource allocation mec hanism used to construct effective 

services. 

PHBs may be specified in terms of their resource (e-g., buffer or bandwidth). prionty 

relative to other PHBs, or in terrns of their relative observable traffic characteristics (e.g.. 

Marker Packets Classifier 
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delay or loss). These PHBs may be used as building blocks to allocate resources and 

should be specified as a group (PHB group) for consistency. PHB groups udl usually 

share a common constraint applied to each PHB within the group. such 3s packet 

scheduling or buffer management policy. A single PHB defined in isolation is a specid 

case of a PHB group. 

The IPv4 Type of Service (ToS) octet [ 17.34 ] or the IPv6 Traffic Class octet [ 1 S] is uscd 

to map the PHB of the packets. Six bits of this byte are used to define the PHB. The 

codepoint for Expedited Fonvarding PHB has been defined in [SI and codepoints for 

Assured Fonvürding PHB [9]  have been classified in four classes with three Ic~els of 

drop precedence for eüch çliiss. Furthermore. rhe usage scenarios and ençoding ruls of the 

rest of the codepoints are described in [ lu] .  

2.2.2 Resource Allocation in Differentiated Services 

In order for a customer to receive Differentiated Services from its Internet Service 

Provider (ISP), it must have a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with its ISP [4.6]. I n  

general, SLAs are complex business-related contracts that cover a wide range of issues. 

inlcuding network availabilit y guarantees, payment mode ls, and other legal and business 

necessities. To facilitate QoS specification within the contract, an SLA will contain (i 

service level specification (SLS) that characterizes aggregate traffic profiles and the PHB 

to be applied to each aggregate. DiffServ can provide end-to-end quality of service bl; 
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careful ly en forcing the aggrepe  traffic contracts kt ween domains and ensuring t ha[ 

new sources of marked packets do not cause traffic profiles to be violated. 

A SLA can be static or dynamic. If the number of different services offered is smnll and 

the contracts relatively static. the SLSs between domains may be manulilly negotiüted 

and the edge devices configured by the network administrators. Dynamic SLAs requirc 

SLS negotintion. admission control and device configui.ation being procrssed 

automatically. A new component cnlled a Bandwidth Broker (BB) is introduced in [6.19] 

for ensuring rhai resources within the DiffSen, domüin and on links connecting adjaceni 

domriins are properly provisioned and not oversubscribed. A BB maintains informarion 

relating to the SLSs that are defined between a DiffServ domain and its customers. 

Customers i r l u d r  local users. as well as the adjacent networks thüt  provide connectivit y 

to other parts of the Intemet. The BB uses this SLS information to configure rhr router in 

the local DiffServ domain, and to make admission control decisions. 

Before marked packets from a data source are admitted to a DiffServ domriin. the source 

must signal its local BB ro initiate a service reservation. The potential source is 

authenticated and subjected to local admission control policies. If the service reservation 

is admitted locally. the BB may initiate an end-to-end reservation request dong the chain 

of BBs in the networks to be traversed by the data flow. When a network-aide admission 

control decision has k e n  made, the BB wili configure the routers in the DiffServ domain 

to support the requesred service profile. The bandwidth broker allows separate l y 
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administered DiffServ domains to manage their network resources independently. yet still 

cooperate with other domains to provide dynamically allocared end-to-end QoS. 

2.2.3 Services of the Differentiated Services Approach 

In addition to the existing best effort service. the Expedited Fonvarding PHB [SI and 

Assured Forwarding PHI3 [ 9 ]  have been defined by IETF to impiement Prernium service 

and Assured services. respective l y. 

2.2.3.1 Premium Service 

Premium service provides low-delay and low-jitter service for customers who generitc 

fined peak bit rate traffic. This service Lippears to rhe endpoints likc a point-to-point 

connection or ri "virtual leased !ine". Each custorner wtll have ti SLA wi th  its ISP. The 

SLA specifies a desired peak bit rate for a specific flow or an aggregation of Hows. Ths 

customer is responsible for not exceeding the peak rate. Othensise. excess traffic will be 

dropped. The ISP guarantees that the contracted bandwidth will be available when iraffic 

is sent. Premium service is suitable for Intemet telephony, video conferencing or for 

creating virtual leased lines for VU2ud Private Networks (VPN) [?O]. The expedited 

fonvarding PHB described in [8] is used to build Premium service. 

To implement Premium service. First-hop routen have the task of classifying packets 

received from end systerns, Le., analyze if  Premium service shall be provided to such 
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packets or not. If yes, the packets are tazged as Premium service (P-bit) and the Flow is 

shaped according to the requested peak rate. After the shaping, the P-bits of riIl piickets 

are set for the flow that is allowed to use Premium service. The exit routers of the 

customer domain may need to reshape the tnffic to make sure that the rraffic does not 

exceed the peak rate specified by the SLA. When packets are trrinsmitted to the ISP's 

border router. or ingress router. the policing function will be performed to check whether 

the user's border router remains below the negotiated or contractcd biindwidth. E'tcrss 

traffic is dropped. There are two queues at the border routers. one for piickrts w t h  i h r  P- 

bit set (P-queue) and one for al1 other traffic. Packets in P-queue have trünsmission 

priority over others. Thus the implementation of two queues in every router of the 

network (ISP and user network) equals to the realization of a vinual nerwork for the 

Premium service traffic. 

2.2.3.2 Assured Service 

Assured service provides customers with relative ly reliable services even in rime of 

network congestion. Like Premium service. custorners will have SLAs wi th  their ISPs. 

The SLAs will specify the amount of bandwidth allocated for the custorners. Cusromers 

are responsible for deciding how their applications share the allocated bandw idt h. 

To implement Assured service. classification and policing are performed at the ingress 

router of the ISP networks. If the Assured service traffic does not exceed the bit-rate 

specified by the SLA. they are considered as in-profile. Oihenvise. the excess packets rire 
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considered as out-of-profile. Both in-profile and out-of-pro fi le packets are put into ;in 

Assured Queue to avoid out of order delivery. The .\ssured Queue is rnrin:iged by ri queue 

management scheme cal1 RED with In  and Out (RI0)[10.32]. 

RED (Random Early Detection) is a queue management scheme proposed in [ I l ] .  I t  

allows routers to drop packets randornly before the queue i s  full. which rvill tngger the 

TCP flow control mechanisms at different end hosts to reduce their rates. B y doing so. 

RED can prevent the queue at routers frorn overfiowing. hence avoiding the tail-drop 

behavior described in [2 11. 

RIO basically maintains two RED alporithms. one for in-profile packets and one for out- 

of-profile packets. There cire two thresholds for each queue. When the queue sizc is 

below the first threshold, no packets are dropped. When the queue size is between the 

two thresho lds, only out-of-profile packets are randoml y dropped. When the queue size 

exceeds the second ihreshold. indicnting possible network congestion. both in- and out-of 

profile packets are randornly dropped. but out-of-profile packets have higher drop 

probability. Therefore, in-profile packets will have a lower loss rate than out-of-profile 

packets even in cases of congestion. 

service from the network if their 

congestion. out-of-profile packets wil 

Consequent Iy, customers will receive a predictable 

traffic conforms to the SLA. When there is no 

1 be also delivered. 
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More recently, IETF defined four classes for Assured Forwarding PHB groups with three 

levels of drop precedence for each class. A Multiple Threshold RED scherne hiis been 

proposed and evaluated in [11.22.23,33,38]. 

2.3 Admission Control Schemes 

The role of any admission control algorithm is to ensure thlit ndmittancç of ;i neu flcw 

into a resource constrained network docs not violate service commitmenrs made by the 

network to previously admittrd flows. In IntServ networks. admission control is 

incorporated with RSVP and resource reservation mechanisms to achieve end-ro-end QoS 

provisioning. DiffServ requires another type of admission control. which is k n o w  as 

polic y-based admission control [XI, upon receiving a resource request . Polis y- btiscd 

admission control is used by network managers and service providers to monitor. control 

and enforce the usage of network resources and services based on policies derived from 

criteria such as the identity. ingress points. traffic/bandividth requïrements. securit) 

considerations, etc. We cidl the former resource-based admission control to differentiate 

it from the policy-based admission. In the resi of our thesis. the term admission control 

will refer to resource-based admission control. uniess othenvise speci fied. 

2.3.1 Admission Control Algorithm 

There are two basic approaches to admission control: paranlerer-busrd and nrrclsirrrmwr- 

bmed. Parameter-based admission control calculates the arnount of network resources 



oe of flow charricteristics. required to support a set of flows based on a priori knowled, 

Measurement-based admission control uses measurement rnechanisms to detemine the 

actual current traffic load to mrike the admission decision. In this section, one parrimeter- 

based admission control and three measurement-based admission control SC hernes cire 

overviewed. In Section 7.3.2. we introduce three measurement mechanisms designed for 

the measurement-based admission control. 

2.3.1.1 Simple Sum Algorithm 

The Simple Sum algorithm is a parcimeter-based admission control algorithm. This 

admission control algorithm sirnply ensures that the sum of requested resource does not 

exceed the link capacity. Let rn be the request rate of an incoming flou! a. 1. the sum o f  

the reserved rate and p the link bandwidth. This algorithm accepts the neu flou if the 

following check succeeds: 

v + r a  < p  

Instead of using the peak rate that is used in Guaranteed service. this aigorithm reserves a 

bandwidth equivalent to the token rate of the flows. This gives higher link utilization. but 

flows may suffer from occasional delay and packet loss due to burstiness of traffic flows. 

To ensure low queueing delays. the weighted fair queueing (WFQ) [35,37] scheduling 

discipline is implemented with this admission control algorithm. WFQ nssigns sach How 

its own queue served at its own reserved rate. thereby, isolating flows from each other's 

bursts. Due to its simplicity, this admission control algorithm is the most widely 

implemented by switch and router vendors. 
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2.3.1.2 Measured Sum Algorithm 

This algorithm uses measurement to estimate the current liggregate rate of existing tlows 

instead of a calculated sum of request rates of enistinp flows. If i; is the measured value 

of the current link rate. the admission condition of this algorirhm is: 

i ; + r a  < ~ p  

where v is referred to as the utilization target in [26].  In a simple .W 1 queue. variance 

in queue length diverges as the system approaches full ut i  lization. A merisurement-brised 

approach is doomed to fail when delay or packet loss rate variations are esceedinsly 

large, which ulill occur at very high utilization. I t  is thus necessiiry to identi- 3 

utilization target and require that the admission controi olgorithm to keep link urilization 

below this level. In this thesis. we will use this algorithm to check if biindwidth 

requirements of admitted flows will be met. 

2.3.1.3 Equivalent Bandwidth 

This measurement-based algorithm compuies the equivalent bandwidth for a set of tlows 

using the Hoeffding bounds [27.28]. Hoeffding theorem is one of a family Chemoff-style 

bounds that considers a sum of random variables. and gives an upper bound on the tail of 

the distribution. To estimate an upper bound on the equivalent capacity. this algorithm 

uses a result derived from Hoeffding. 

Let X1, X2 ..., Xn be independent, and let O I X, 5 p, . Then for r > 0. 
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where 11 is the number of samples.p, is the average of the sum and S is the cdue of  the 

sample. This relation quantifies the probability that the sum of the ri rmdom variables 

will be greater than the average of the sum by ri! or more. To find r such that 

Prob[S 2 i:+ r l r ]  5 E .  

This is satisfied if 

-:,*:::,y 
e +,..il P' '- 5 c 

where E is a parameter that controls the degree of risk of the admissions control 

procedure. This is satisfied for 

Thus the equivaienr capacity C,, based on peak rare policing is 

where C is the measured average arriva1 rate of existing traffic and E is the probability 

that arriva1 rate exceeds the Iink capacity. The author of [28 ]  indicates that network 

administrators should choose a proper value of E based on an accumulation of 

expenence w it h the realist ic trafic. 

When a new flow u requests admission, it will be accepted if 

e H + p a s / d  
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For flows described by a token bucket filter (r. b )  but not peak rate. [2S] derives their 

peak rate ( b )  from the token bucket parameters using the equntion: 

î > = r i b / T  

where T is a user-defined averaging period. 

2.3.1.4 Bounded Delay Algorithm 

This algorithm is introduced in [XI. Whereas the previous three algorithm bound 

bandwidth usage in their admission decisions. this algorithm bounds both bandwidth 

usage and enperienced delay. When a new flow a requests admission to the net\vork. ihis 

algorithm uses the measured sum algorithm to check that the bandwidth requirements of 

admitted flows will be met; then it checks thai the delay bound (D) of existing traffic will 

not be violated by the admittance of the new tlow. Presumiibly the delay bound of flow 

is defined as D = b 1 r , where r and b are its token bucket parameters. The flow u is 

denied admission if it fails the following check: 

b" 
whete 6 is the measured delay and - is the amount of time to transmit a full token 

P 

bucket from the new flow. Upon admittance of a new flow. the delay measure is adjusted 

b" 
by adding - to the delay estimate. 

P 
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2.3.2 Measurement Mechanisms 

The measurement mechanism is one of the key components of admission control scheme. 

The admission control decision is based on the result of measurement process. .A 

conservative measurement leads to strict admission control. which results in low 

utilization. On the other hand. a less conservative measurement results in ;i more 

aggressive admission policy that adrnits more traffic to the network. Consequently. a higli 

utilization level c m  be achieved in such situation but ar the expense of increasing the 

chance of service commit ment violation. 

2.3.2.1 Time-window Measurement 

In [26]. a simple time-window measurement mechanism is used to merisure nerwoili locid 

with the '%leasured Surn" algorithm. .As s h o w  in Figure 3.4. an average load i s  

computed every S sampling period. Each measurement w indow . T. contins several suc h 

sampling periods. At the end of a measurement window, the highest average from the Iast 

observed window is used as the load estimate for the next time window When a new 

flow is admitted to the network. the estimate is increased by the parameters of the new 

request. If a newly computed average is above the estimate, the estimate is immedilitel y 

raised to the new average. At the end of every time window, T, the estimate is adjusted to 

the actual load measured in the previous window. A smaller S makes the measurernent 

rnechanism more sensitive to bursts, thus gives higher maximal averages. resultine in a 

more conservative admission controi algorithm. Likewise. a larger T keeps longer 
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measurement history. resulting in a more conservative admission control algorithm. To 

=et a statistically meaningful number of samples, it is suggested to keep T I S  2 10 [ X ] .  

Figure 2.4 Time-window Measurement Mechünis m 

2.3.2.2 Adaptive-window hleasurement 

In time-window measurernent mechanisms. a too-srnall window lowers the admission 

threshold as soon as the traffic thins out, leavin; the network dangerously exposed to 

bursts. On the other hand. a too large measurement window leüds to an excessi~dy 

conservative scheme. which causes low link utilization. Perhaps the most important 

factor is that without a priori knowledge of the traffic. it is difficuit to detemine an 

appropriate length of the measurement window . For t hese reasons. a measuremenr 

window that adapts to network traffic is desirable. 

A two-level adaptive-w indow measurement mechanism is introduced in [29]. The first- 

level algorithm compares the measured rate with the trigger rate. which is selecred by the 
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second-level algorithm. If the measured rate is lower than trigger rate. the ~ilo_orithm 

continuously shrinks the length of the measurement window. resulting a less conserutiire 

measurement. until the arnount of traffic generated by xcepted calls reiiches ;i riSi_oo_er 

value. This trigger value is actually a rate value, smaller than the output link ciipiiciiy. 

providing an early warning that the system is about to reach a load ievel. The fissr-level 

algorithm then reacts by enlarging the measurement window until the meÿsured raie 

drops below the trizger, at which point the window can be shrunk again. The second level 

algorithm lowen and raises the ttigger rate in search of a good operating point in 

response to tnffic fluctuations. The instantaneous delay violation percentage and long 

term delay violation percentage are used in [29] as inputs to adjust the t s i g p  point. I f  the 

instantaneous delay percentage exceeds the target value, the trigger value in the ftrst-level 

algorithm is decreased. Othenvise. the algorithm checks whether the long-term d e l q  

violation percentage is currently iinder the target value. If it is. the uindoti. trigger \ ~ l u c  

is raised. If it is not. no action is performed. The algorithm autornaticlilly üdjusts the 

Iength of the measurement window to adript to different traffic conditions. thus achieving 

srable l ink utilization while ensuring QoS requirernents. 

2.3.2.3 Exponential Averaging 

In [28], to cornpute admission decisions with the equivalent bandwidth iipproach. an 

estimate of the average. m i v a l  rate is used, instead of instantaneous bandwidth. The 

average arriva1 rate C S  is measured once every S sampling periods. The average arriva1 

rate is then cornputed using an infinite impulse response tùnction iviih weight W. 
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The rime constant for this is 

which assumes that the trat'fic rate changes abruptly from O to 1 .  and then rcmains at thc 

value 1. After t seconds. the estirnated average mival  rate will  have ieached 635 

( 1 - l l r  ) 1301 of the new arriva1 rate value of 1. A larger \L*  rnakes the averüging procrss 

more adaptive to load changes: a smaller i v  gives a smoother average by kerping a l o n p  

history. Similar to the Time-window measurement mechanism. a srnüller S miikes the 

measurement mechanism more sensitive to bursts. and a larger S rnq result in l o w r  

averages. On the other hand. û larger S lets the measurement mechanism hrep a longer 

history because the averaging process is invoked less often. 



2.4 Summary 

Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) are the two servicc 

models proposed in order to replace the current best effort service model. The IntSen 

model clin provide end-to-end Quality of Service guarantee through resource resrrv;ition 

for each individuai flow. But it does not scale well because it requires thnt  dl routers 

keep the state information for the flows resulting in high complexity in router 

impiementarion in the core network. DiffServ solves ihis problem by differentiatinp the 

traffic into several classes. QoS is provided through maintaining serivice cornmitments 

made to ench class of service rather than individual flows. Router operations are based on 

per hop behaviors (PHB) encoded in the packet header. 

Two service models have been introduced in the DiffServ architecture. Premium sen ics 

and hssured service. Premium service provides a senice equimlent to a " v i r t u d  lrrised 

line" service. This is realized through guaranteeing the peak rate of user flow. Assured 

service assures the in-profile packets have high throughput even during congest ion b y 

applying queue management schemes which favor in-profile packets. However, without 

any admission control mechanism. hssured service only can provide relative Quality of 

Service to traffic but without any quantitative guûnntees. 

In this thesis, we introduce the Loss Guaranteed (LG) service for the DiffServ 

architecture. This service is intended for applications that do nor require the absolute 

bandwidth guarantee of user's desired peak rate. Such applications are de\-eloped to be 



tolerant to occasional loss bound violation, so users can choose to use the less espsnsiw 

service. which provides a relatively lower Quality of Service guarantee, instead of using 

Prernium service. The LG service provides a user with a "soft" quantitative _ouliranier in 

t e m  of loss rate as long as the user flow confoms to its Tspec. A signding protocol. 

which is in conformance with the DiffServ model, dong with a measurement-büsed 

admission controi. is desizned to implement the Loss Guaranteed service. The detailrd 

scheme for the Loss Guaranteed service is described in the following chiipter. 
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Chapter 3 

Loss Guaranteed Service 

In this chapter. we first discuss the limitations and disadunrages of Premium srr\.ice and 

Xssured service to certain kind of applications. Then the need. objectives and advantcigrs 

of the new service we propose are presented. In Section 3.2. we give an overwew of rhe 

design of the Loss Guaranteed (LG) service. The components necessary for rhe 

implementation of the service are introduced. We also describe how the new service firs 

into the DiffServ architecture. Section 3.3 explains the signalhg protocol designed for the 

LG service. In Section 3.4 the flow admission control scheme is described in detriil. This 

includes three parts: the admission control algorithm, the loss estirnate process and the 

measurement process. We then discuss the effects of several performance tuning knobs in 

our admission control scheme. Finally, we describe a possible resource allocation scheme 

for the LG service. 
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3.1 Design Objectives 

Assured service provides users with bandwidth assurances but w ithout strict parantees 

that bandwidth will always be available. The RIO packet dropping algorithm works well 

when resource allocation is fair and al1 hosts are assumed to irnplrment the TCP 

congestion control mechanism properly. However. during congestion periods. t i  hm the 

queue length of the in-profile packets exceeds a certain levei. packets are dropped 

aggressively. This will trigger the TCP congestion control mechanism to limit the ilow 

rate. which will cause low throughput for the individual flows. A misbehaving source 

which does not implement TCP congestion control properly. or has no such control iit dl. 

can still gain more bandwidth by injecting excessive traffic onto the network. This miq 

be the case for UDP flows which do not have the rigid congestion control mechanisrn that 

is used for TCP. Indeed. the QoS that can be provided by Assured service becomes less 

predictnble under such situations. 

Premium service c m  provide users with low-delay and low-jitter service hy guariinteeing 

a bandwidth level, which is equivalent to the penk rate of the traffic flow. This service is 

more expensive compared with Assured service, since: 

1) only a small percentage of the total network capacity is allocated for Premium 

traffic, and 

2) given the small amount of bandwidth allocated for Premium service. guaranteeing 

the peak rate further limits the number of flows which c m  be ciccepted 

simultaneously. 
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Premium senice is ideal for smooth trtiffic when t he network alloclites bandw id1 h close 

to the actual rates of the individual flows. A reasonable utilization level can be xhieved 

in this case. However, when user flows are bursty, the bandwidth iillocated for the fiows 

are not efficiently used due to the long idle period of the flows. which results in lou 

network utilization. 

In fact. most Intemet traffic does not have constant andor continuous bandwidth 

requirernents. Measurements of Internet traffic show that much of the traffic is ver! 

bursty [IO]. X service model based on a fixed capacity does not lictually mert u s m '  

needs ver? well. On the other hmd. eïidence shows that i n  the center of ihe exisiing 

Intemet. at the backbone routers of the major ISPs. there is such a high degrce of trciffiç 

iiggregation making the bursty nature of individual traffic flows essentially invisible. This 

motivates us to introduce a new service model. which is called Loss Guaranteed (LG) 

service. This service does not allocate resources based on the characteristics of individual 

flows, but rather on the aggrezated flows. To facilitate such a service. an admission 

control scheme is used. The measured quantities that reflect the flows' multiplexing 

effect are used to represent the actual resource requirements of the agregate flows. The 

effects of the newly arriving flow on existing flows are calculated from the token bucket 

parameters and peak rate requirement. Compared w ith Premiurn service. the LG service 

c m  admit more flows simultaneously by taking advrintage of the flows' multiplexing and 

aggregating effects. Thus it can achieve a much higher utilization level than Premiurn 
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service. The cost of the service to users, therefore, is expected to be much lower than the 

cost of Prernium service. 

Because the admission control scheme relies on measurement, and source behrivior is not 

static in general. the measurement-based admission control can never proLide a 

cornpletely reliable loss bound. However. the applications that are requesting this ser\kx 

are assumed to be tolerant to occasional loss bound violation. Instelid of proi~iding an 

absolute bandwidth guarantee of a user's desired peak rate. this service provides ihe uscr 

with a "soft" guarantee as long as the user flow conforms to its Tspec. 

We note thai ihe new service we are proposing is not intended to replace an? esisting 

service currently proposed for the DiffServ architecture. The LG service is n 

comp lementary service that c m  provide more predict ive QoS guaranters r han .Assured 

service in terms of packet loss. Yet. and since the LG service allo\vs rrsource sharing 

ümong user flows. it c m  be a more economicül choice than the peak-rate büsed Prrmium 

Oumn tees. service for users who do not demand very high QoS = 

Many loss sensitive applications can benefit from the LG service. For example. data 

services are well known to be loss sensitive. A TCP flow is very sensitive to packet loss. 

which will slow down the flow rate in responding to packet loss. Guüranteein_o the loss 

rate can ensure a TCP user transrnitting data at a relatively stable rate. Meanwhilc, the 

TCP and UDP flows are treated more fairly within this service than in best effort service. 

This is because the LG service uses admission control to avoid congestion rather than 
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relying on the TCP congestion control mechanism. Finally, in video distribution systems. 

such as broadcast TV or HDTV, a lower packet loss rate brings higher quality of the 

image and audio to the service. 

3.2 Design Overview 

The LG service is intended for users that need a more reliable and predictable service 

than Assured service from their service providers. The network guarüntres thrit the 

aggregate flows subscribed to ihis service expenence low loss rate u i th in  ri certain 

adjustable level. The LG service has two components. The first one is the signriling 

protocol for the resource request between the user and network. and beiiveen routers 

within the DiffServ region. The second is the merisurement-based admission conrrol. 

which controls the loss rate of the aggregate traffic subscribed to this service. 

The admission control scheme consists of three major functions: the admission control 

aigorithrn, the loss est imate process and the measurement process. The admission conrrol 

algorithm gants  a flow admission only if both of the following two conditions are 

satisfied: 1) the link should not be overloaded 2) the Ioss rate should be within a certain 

controlled level. The loss estimate process estimates the effects of a new requesting flow 

based on its traffic specification (Tspec) and the measured quantities from the 

measurement process. Finally, in the measurement process, a tirne window measurement 
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mechanism is used to measure the rate. packet loss and queue length of the aggregare 

traffic. 

As mentioned earlier. a Bandwidth Broker (BB) [19] allocates and conirols the 

bandwidth within a DiffServ domain. BBs are also responsible for managing the 

messages that are sent across domain boundaries to adjacent domains' BBs. In  the LG 

service. BBs have two major responsibilities. One is related to resource resenxtion and 

admission control. such as keeping track of network resources. temporary resource 

reservation. making the admission controi decision and cooperating with the routers 

to pass the admission request to the during the measurement process. The other is 

execute the meas 

adjacent domains' BBs. 

Routers are only required to urement process to implemenr the LG 

service. A time-window measurement mechanism is used to measure rhe utilizütion. loss 

rate and queue length. The measurement results are reported to local domliin's BB after 

each measurement window. In fact. routers are unnwnre of requests mude by individual 

flows, neither do they keep flow States. Packets are fonvarded based on the Per Hop 

Behavior ( P B )  defined for the LG service. However. after a flow is accepted, BBs send 

notifications to routers. In response. routers restafi the measurement window to allow the 

next measurement results to reflect the new accepted flow. This also allows the 

t emporq  parameter-based resource resenation to last at least for the duration of the 

measurement time window, 
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3.3 Signaling Protocol 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the signaling process for the LG service. User Domains A and 0 are 

connected wirh an ISP domain. Host A in User Domain A wants to use the LG service to 

send data to Host B in User Domain B. The admission control mechanism is deployed at 

the links between Rl-R2. £37-R3. R3-core router. R-I-R5 and R5-R6. The service delivery 

process is described below. The numbers inside the circles are the setup numbers in the 

service delivery process. 

User Domsiin A ISP Domsiin User Domsitn B 

Figure 3.1 Signaling Process for LG Service 

S ignaling process: 

1. Host A sends an admission request with its Tspec to the local Bandwidrh Broker 

BB I. 
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BB 1 makes the admission control decision. If  the request is denied. an srror message 

is sent back to host A. Othenvise. BBl  passes the request to the ISP domain's BB. 

which is BB2. 

BB2 makes the admission control decision as follows: 

o If the request is denied. an error message is sent back to BB 1 .  Host A will be 

notified through BB 1. 

CI If the request is accepted. B B I  sends the request to the destination domnin's BB. 

which is BB3. 

BB3 rnakes the admission control decision as foilows: 

o If the request is denied. an error message is sent back to BB 1 through BB2. sendu 

A will be notified. 

a If the request is accepted. BB3 noticinà the destination is within its own domriin. 

sends an nccept message back to 882. 

BB3 sends a resrun message to the edge router Rj. notifying the melisurerncnt 

mechanism in R5 to restart the rneasurement window. 

BB2 sends an nccepr message bück to BB 1. indicating the acceptmcc of the request. 

BB2 sends a restun message to the border routes R3 and R4. notifying the 

measurement mechanisms in R3 and R4 to restart the measurement windows. 

BB 1 sends a restan message to the edge router R? and leaf router R 1. notifying the 

measurement mechanisms in R1 and R2 to restart the measurement windows. 

BB1 will also set the classification and shaping rules on leaf router RI .  so that if the 

traffic of the admitted flow does not conform to its Tspec, R I  will shape it. 
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10. BBl  sends an ciccepr message to Host A. Host A can then start trcinsmitting packets. 

During the packet fonvarding stage, leaf router R1 performs the blulti-Field (MF) 

classification, which sets the code point for the LG service in the packet DSCP field. I t  

also shapes the traffic such that it conforms to its Tspec. Ingress routers R3 and R5 

perform the Behavior Aggregate (BA) classification. Traffic conditioning ma? br 

perforrned at egress routers R7 and Rd. 

3.4 Admission Control Scheme 

Previous work on measurement-based admission control dgorithms [76.37.28.291 rire 

mainly concerned with providing a bounded delay service to support real-time 

applications. Such applications, viz. audio and video conferencing systems. are ver). 

sensitive to delay. Measurement-based admission control algorithms use observed delay 

as one of the inputs to make 

developed to be loss tolerant. the 

admission control algorithms. 

the admission decision. Since these applications are 

loss rate is not considered as an important factor in such 

Normally, the buffer size, one of the loss related 

parameters, is assumed to be infinite or just an experimental setting by the admission 

control schemes proposed for those applications. 

To provide a loss guarantee. the buffer size has to be taken into account while making the 

admission decision. Packet loss is directly reiated to the buffer size of an output link. The 
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buffer space of the output link provides a cushion to packet bursis durin: periods of 

congestion. Such packets are later retransmitted during less congested periods. A Iürger 

output buffer can accommodate longer packet bursts and. therefore. results in lower 

packet loss for the aggregate fIows. On the other hand. a larger buffer size ma' result in 

excessive packet delays. Hence the choice of buffer size has a significrint impact on the 

system's performance. The admission control scheme we propose uses the buffer size and 

observed queue Irngth as inputs to estimate the loss when considering a tlow 's request. 

The admission control scherne tries to ensure the admittance of the new t 1 0 ~  does not 

violate loss bound commitments made to other flows using this service. 

When a flow is accepted by a local domain while a global admission decision is yet 

unknown. to üvoid iraffic oversubscribing. the local BE3 will have to reserve the resources 

for the flow based on an estimated value. We cal1 such a flow "in-processing flow". Thc 

resource reservation for an in-processing flow will be cancelled after t hr global 

admission decision for this flow is known. I f  the tlow is accepted. BBs perform :i 

temporary resource reserwt ion by anificial l y increasing the measured value to reflect the 

worst-case expectations. In our admission controi scheme, the admission control and loss 

estimate process are performed by BBs while the measurement process is implemented iit 

routers. 
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3.4.1 Admission Control Algorithm 

An incoming flow u is granted admission if the following rwo conditions hold: 

1. The sum of the flow's requested rate, P , the bandwidth reserved for the in- 

processing fiows, v, , and current usage. 6, measured would not exceed the targeted 

link utilization level: 

V,D > ru + v, + i; 

where p is the bandwidth allocated for the LG service, u is the utilization target. 

2. The estimated loss rate as a result of accepting the new tlow. p .  which is calculated 

~ e t e d  ioss by Equation 3.6 (explained in the next section). would not exceed the tar, 

rate p: 

P b  - 7  (2.J 

3.42 Loss Estimate Process 

In this section, we describe the process to estimate the loss rate. The average queue 

length is an index of link congestion. As the queue lengrh is a dynamic value. an 

exponentially weighted moving average [12] is used to calculate the average queue 

length, hence the short-term increases in the queue size that result from bursty traffic or 

from transient congestion do not result in a significant increase in the averaee queue 

length. However. by measuring the average queue length. the dynamic buffer occupiincy 

information is lost. The average queue length does nor directly retlrct the loss 

probability. Given the same average queue length, the aggregate traffic ciin have differeni 
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levels of burstiness. When the aggregate traffic is bursty. packets are more likely to be 

lost. Thus. the loss probability cannot be estimated from the average queue length. In our 

scheme, to Save the dynamic queue occupancy information. we segment the measurement 

window T into a number of small equivalent time periods. Then the maximum queue 

length in each period is recorded to represent the queue length in this period. By  doing 

this. the traffic burstiness information is saved and can be used latcr to estimatc the l o s  

rate when makin: the admission decision. 

accord in^ to Tspec. a flow is specified by token rite r. token bucket depth O and peiik 

rate p. A flow is said to conform to its specification if no packet amves when the ioken 

bucket is empty. When the flow is idle or is at a lower traffic rate. tokens are accumulated 

up to b tokens. In our estimation process. we assume in the worst case. the tlow 

requesting the admission will appear to be as bursty as its specificütion wouid allow it to 

be. That is, the flow will be idle for just enough periods to refill an empty bucket. The 

minimum value of this period can be calculated as T ,  = b l r .  Then it goes into the bursi 

period until it exhausts ail the tokens. The maximum value of the burst period c m  be 

calculated as T,n = b /( p - r) . In our admission control scheme. a requesting flow is 

assumed to have this bunt pattern dunng the loss estimate process. 

During a measurement window. T. the maximum number of bursts. IV,. a flow can 

generate 1s given by 
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The token depth b is used to represent the maximum queue built up during a burst period. 

Thus the loss, L, . caused by the ith burst of flow u c m  be estimated as follows 

w here, 

is the maximum queue length measured during the ith T,,  + T, ,  period. 

q, is the reserved buffer space for the in-processing flo\tvs. 

B is the output buffer size of the link. 

ha is the token depth of flow u. 

As mentioned emlier. the queue occupancy information is sampled by recording the 

maximum queue length during every small time segment r. r should be less thiin the 

minimum value of T,, + T ,  of flows. Thus, we c m  obtain 4, by selecting the maximum 

queue length from the relative samples during the ith T,, + T ,  period. 

The  total loss Lacaused by the flow a is the sum of the estimated loss caused by each 

burst 

The estimated loss rate is calculated by 
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w here, 

P is the nurnber of packets that amved during T .  This is a measured value. 

Pr is the estimated number of packets that could amve during 7 from the in-proçessing 

flows. 

L, is the estimated loss that could be caused by the in-processing tlows. 

3.4.3 Measurement Process 

The measurement process takes an important role in the measurement-based üdmission 

control scheme because the admission decision is bssed on measured values in order ro 

estimate the effect of accepting a new flow. Consequently. a conservative meitsurernent 

results in a strict admission control. In our admission control algorithm. we need NO 

estimûte values: utilization and loss rate. To estimate the utilization. we sample the usage 

rate. 6 ,  over a sampling period of length S packet transmission units. To est im;i!r the loss 

rate, we sample the maximum queue length of every sampling period of length r packet 

transmission units and we also measure the actual packet loss during the measurement 

window period. 

3.4.3.1 Measurement Values Adjustment 

Whenever a new flow is adrnitted. we artificially increase the rneasured values to reflrct 

the effects of the new flow. Thus the calcdated effects of a new flow rather than the 
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measured effects are used untii it compleres an eniire rneasurerrip.it windou period 

without new flow arrival. We dso restrirt the rneasurement window rtfter admitting ;1 n w  

flow to allow the next measurement results to refiect the actual effect of tliis acceptcd 

flow and other possibly newly accepted fiows. Figure 3.2 presents pseudo description o f  

the algorithm for adjusting the measurement values afier admitting a new flow. Basically. 

ir adds the requested rate to the link utilizntion estirnate and computes an estirnate for loss 

rate according to equations 3.5 and 3.6. 

-- 

A 

ridjlist( ra , b a ,  i: . ( ijo. 4, .... 4 ,-, ). L ) {after admitting a new flow u} 

// increase measured rate. 
for every i < I I ~  do 

ijt = i j t  + b u :  

end for 
// increase measured queue lengths. 
~ = L + L ~ :  
// increase measured loss. 
P = b + ~ x r ~  + b u  
// increase the measured number of arriva1 packets. 
rcrçe-nieasrire ( 6 ); 
r+riei<e~~ieaswe ( 4, , 4, .... î,-, ); - 
loss-nreasrire ( L ); 

// restart the measurement window. 
end adjrisr 

Figure 3 -2 Algonthm for Adjusting Measurement Values 

The estimated effects of a new admitted fiow are based on worst-case expectation. 

Therefore, when the effects of a new flow are unknown. the measurement process is 

rather conservative, which in turn makes the admission control scheme strict. A 
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temporary parameter-based resource reservation is actually perforrned after admitting a 

new flow. Such resource may be later relinquished during the following time ivindow 

In the LG service. routers are unaware of the termination of flows. Instead of explicitly 

adjusting the measured values upon the termination of a flow. we allow the measurement 

mechanism to adapt autornatically io the observed traffic. Thar is. the effect of a flou 

leaving the network will be reflected by later updates of measured values. 

3.4.3.2 Rate Measurement 

The measurement variable i: tracks the highest sampled ciggreyte mte of flows. The 

value of 17 is updated on three occasions. At the end of the rneasurement window. we 

update î. to reflect the maximal sampled utilization seen in the previous windoiv. 

Whenever an individual utilization measurement exceeds P .  we irnmediritely update 

i. with the new sampied value. Finally. whenever a new flow is admitted. ive updaie ï by 

artificially adding the token rate of the new flow. Figure 3.3 is the pseudo code 

description of the algorithm for rate measurement. It shows the îÏrst two instances of ï 

update. The 6 update after admitting a new flow is s h o w  in Figure 3.1. 
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rate-mwsirre ( C ) { When a new measurernent window is started. } 
vS,, = O ;  
for every number of sample i < I Z  do 

Cs,  = average rate measured in ith sample period 
if ( C S ,  > Cs,. ) then Cs, = Cs, ; 

i l 6  tracks the highest sampled asgregate rate of fiows. 
if 3', > î> then 6 = C S ,  ; 
// individual utilization measurement enceeds î.. immediately updare 

C with the new sarnpled value. 
end if 

end if 
end for - A S  
\' = V mt ; 
//update measured rate with the highest sampled rate at the end of the 

measurement window. 
end rare-~rretlsttre 

Figure 3.3 Algorithm for Rate Measurement 

rpeiw-r~irasitrc ( 4,. 4, ....ij,,,-, ) { When a new measuremeni window is stlinrd. ) 
for every sampling period j<rii do 

4,' = maximum queue length of jth r period; 

j =  j + i ;  

end for 
for every j < nz do 4, = ij!' ; 
Il update measured queue lengths at the end of the measurement window. 
end for 

end qiieiie-nieasicre 

Figure 3.1 Algorithm for Queue Length Measurement 
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3.4.3.3 Queue Length Measurement 

The measurement variable 4, tracks the estimated maximum queue length for period j. 

The value of 4, is updated on two occasions. At the end of the measurernent window. wr 

update 4, to reflect the queue Iengths seen in the previous window. A pseudo code 

description of the algorithm for queue length rneasurernent is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Whenever a new flow is admitted. 4; is updated by adding a parameter \due.  which i s  

equivalent to the token depth of the new flow (see Figure 3.2). 

3.4.3.4 Loss Measurement 

The process of rneasuring loss is rather straightfonvürd. We use a variable to track the 

rneasured Ioss of the previous window. The value of i is updated on two occasions. .At 

the end of the measurernent window. is updated to reflect the packet loss that might 

have occurred in the previous window T (see Figure 3.5). Whenever a new flouf is 

admitted. is updated by adding an estimated loss quantity calculateci from the loss 

estirnate process (see Figure 3.2). A variable b is used to count the arriva1 nurnber of 

pmkets of previous window. is also increased by T x ru i O" when a new flow u i s  

adrnitted (see Figure 3.2). 
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luss-mecisi~re ( ) { When a. new rneasurernent uindow is stmrd. ) 

while ( packet arrives and measurement window did not expire) do 
Ps = F S  + 1; Il count the arriva1 packets. 

if (queue is full ) then is = îS + 1; 
end if 

end while 
p = r;'; 
i = i s .  

//update measured nurnber of arriva1 packets and measured loss at the end of ihe 
measurement window . 

end loss-rrteaslt re 

Figure 3.5 Algorithm for Loss Measurement 

3.4.4 Discussion on the Performance Tuning Knobs 

There are several variables used in Our admission control scheme that act as the tuning 

knobs of the admission control performance. These are: 

Utilisat iort tnrcet u 

When the bandwidth approaches full utilization, the Ioss is exceedingly unpredictable. I t  

is thus necessary to identify a utilization target and require the admission control 

algorithm to keep the link utilization below this level. The appropriate utilization target 

depends on the characteristics of the traffic. If each source's rate is small compared to the 

link capacity and bursts are shon. the Iink's utilization tmget c m  be set higher. Bursty 

sources with large bursts will require a lower link utilization target. 
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Rate sai~ldin P period S 

The averaging period S in the algorithm for rate measurement described in Figure 3 .1  

controls the sensitivity of our rate measurement. A smaller averaging period miikes it  

easy to capture individual bursts. which results in a higher measured rate. The traffic 

appears to be smoother when a larger averaging period is used. Consequently. a smaller 

tiveraging period makes the admission conrrol scheme more conservati\t. 

iMeasirrmlerrr CVi~tdo T 

In our measurement process. once the values of î. or î/ is increüsed. they remain hizh 

until the end of the measurement window T. The size of Tcontrols the iidaptübility of thc 

rneasurement mechanism to reduced traffic load. Smaller T means more adaptabi lit y. but 

larger T results in greater sttibility. Varying T has two inter-reliited effects on the 

admission control algorithm. First. since T is the length of measuremenr block used to 

determine how long we keep the previous maximal sampled rate, increasing T makes the 

rate estimate more conservative. which in tum makes the admission control algorirhm 

itself more conservative. Thus. larger T means fewer loss violations and l o w r  link 

uiilization. Second, T also detemines how long the calculated estimate \.dues for loss 

and utilization induced by a newly admitted flow are used. Funhermore. flows depart 

From the network during the period T. A large T makes the measurement lrss adaptable to 

the changes of the traffic. 
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3.5 Resource Allocation for Loss Guaranteed Service 

As was introduced in Chapter 2, resource allocation in Differentiated Srr\.ices 

architectures can be static or dynamic. Problems can arise if  a static resource allociition is 

used for the LG service. Unlike Assured service, the LG service provides users with a 

quantitative QoS guaranteed through flow admission control. When the al locütsd 

resources reach a high utilization level. users will experience a high cal1 rejection ratio. 

Allocating enough resources to the service will improve the call rejection ratio but it will 

also cause a low resource utilization level when the LG traffic is reduced. In the worst 

case when the traffic is unevenly distributed. flows may be consistently rejected due to 

one congested link dong the data path. For example. in Figure 3.1. i f  the resource 

utilizÿtion of the LG service is kept high at link between R2-R3. flow requests from Host 

A with destination to Host B will have a high rejection ratio even though the resourcs 

utilization at other links may be quite low. 

To solve such problems, we propose to use a dynamic resource allocation S C  heme for the 

LG service. Under such scheme, a local domain BB tracks the cal1 rejection ratio of the 

LG service on each links. Whenever the call rejection ratio exceeds a certain threshoid 

level on a given link, and if the downstream node is within the local domain, the local 

domain BB will allocate more bandwidth for the service. If the downstream node is in an 

adjacent domain, the local BB will use a signaling protocol. e.g.. RSVP. to negoriate 

more bandwidth for the LG service based on the Service Level Agreement < S U )  

between the two domains. On the other hand, whenever the call rejection ratio drops to a 
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low level and link utilization remains low. BBs will operate oppositely by decrerising the 

allocated bandwidth for the service. We note that the decrease of the band\{ idth 

allocation should be done conservatively, to ensure that decrease of the bandwicirh 

allocation does not cause a shon terrn loss bound violation. 

r- 

1 Premiurn Service : 
i 

.___________.___** . - - - - - - - '  
A LG Service 

' Assured Service 

Best Effon 

Figure 3.6 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation for LG Service 

BBs rire responsible for managing the bandwidth sharing between the LG service and al1 

other services. Figure 3.6 shows one possible way that the dynamiç banduidth allocation 

for the LG service cm be conducted. A maximum amount of brindwidrh is desionriteci C to 

the LG service. The LG service tries to yield the bandwidth to Assured service or 

Premium service as long as the desired loss bound is not violated. 



Chapter 4 

Performance Evaluation 

oned for- In this chapter. we study the performance of O u r  admission control schemr desi, 

the LG service. Section 4.1 describes the simulation model adopted in this study. \t hich 

includes the network rnodel and the traffic model. follo\red by a definition of the 

experimental settings used in the simulation. Simulation results are pressnted and 

discussed in Section 4.1. Finally. Section 4.3 gives a summary of the results obtained in 

this c hapter. 

4.1 Simulation Mode1 

This section describes the simulation model, which includes the network rnodel and rhe 

traffic model. and the experimental setting used in our simulation. 



To achieve end-to-end delivery in the LG service. the proposed admission control 

algorithm can be deployed on al1 routers dong the data path. Altematively. the admission 

control algorithm can be deployed only at the bottleneck links. In our simulation. the two- 

node topology that represents the basic unit of the service has bern simulated ro stud! oui- 

measurement-based admission control SC herne designed for t he LG service. Fisure 4.1 

shows the lidopted two-node topology. Routers X and B are connecrrd through ri I0hIbps 

link. Sources are connected io Router X through links of infinite bandwidth. Sources 

have the same destination that is connected to Router B through links of infinite 

bandwidih. Traffic from al1 sources is assumed to belong to a single traffic class 

requesting the LG service. A local domain Bandwidth Broker (BB) is used for resource 

management. The function of the BB has been described in Chapter 3. 

Figure 4.1 Two-node Topology 



4.1.2 Traffic Mode1 

The trafic model used in Our simulation is the ONIOFF model with exponentidly 

distributed ON and OFF times. Because network traffic generated from many 

applications including real-time and multimedia applications, can be chnriictenzed by the 

ONIOFF model, it is widely used to simulate network traffic. During each ON period. an 

exponentially distributed random number of packets with average burst length BL. cire 

eenerated ai fixed rate p packet/sec. We assume the packet size is lkb in our simulation. 
b 

Let the average of the exponentially distributed OFF time be I d e  millisecond. The 

average ppacket generation rate a is given by 

Each individual flow is generated according to the ONIOFF model. The bursts of flows 

are independent of each other. The burstiness of the aggregate traffic is affecred by 

several factors. such as the characteristics of the individual flows. the number of h v s .  

The cal1 holding times (also called flow duration) and flow interamval tirnes also have 

some effects on the traffic aggregation. In Our simulation, these two values are ülso 

exponentially distributed. 

The traffic generated by the host conforms to a particular token bucket filter as s h o m  in 

Figure 4.2. Packets are queued when the token bucket is empty until more tokens are 

available. App k a t  ions requesting the LG service are supposed to have suc h mec hanis rn 

to regulate their packet flows to conform to its token bucket specification. A source 



aenerated by the ONJOFF model will be shaped. i.e.. becomes less bursty. after passin: C 

through such token bucket filter. as the bunt sizes are limited by the token depth and the 

token seneration rate. Packets from a burst are queued and forced to be trmsferrcd at the 

token rate when the bucket is ernpty. 

Host trsnsmission rate C 

Figure 4.2 ONIOFF Traffic Mode1 with Token-buc ket Filter 

4.1.3 Experimental Setting 

According ro the source model in our simulation. during the ON periods. sources 

generate BL packets on average at a peak rate p. From Equation 1.1 we see chat the 

average OFF time, Idle. is given by 

The values of a, p. and BL are inputs in our simulation model. The complete test results 

showing the effects of these three factors on the performance of the admission conirol 

scherne are provided. 



At each host. The generated ONlOFF traffic will pass through ii token bucket filter. 

which forces source traffic to conform to its token bucket specificütion. The token bucker 

filter tends to attenuate the burstiness of the traffic. This is because the mnimurn burst 

size is limited by 

b 
BL,  =- X P  

P-' 

b 
where - is the time to exhaust b tokens. The number of tokens rivailable for ~1 burst is 

P -' 
determined by the token rate and the duration of source's last Off time. When the token 

rate is not fast enough or the OFF time is not long enough to dlo\v the token bucket to 

fully refill before the next ON time. the size of the next burst is further limired. A tight 

token bucket setting characterizes a relntively smal! bucket drpth and slow toiien rate in 

accordance to the original source characteristics. On the other hlind. ;i loose token buckcr 

setting characterizes a relatively large bucket depth and fast token rate in accordrince to 

the original source characteristics. A tight token bucket filter will signi ficantly shape the 

traffic source. A loose token bucket filter may result in unshaped trafiic. .A source 

described by such token bucket parameters will request more resources fronî the network 

than it actually needs. This causes either increasing the probability of cal1 blocking due to 

the unûvailability of the network resources or excessive unnecessary resources being 

reserved dunng flow admission. Both result in reducing the link utilization. In our 

simulation. we would like to set the token bucket parameters properly. that is not too tight 
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that could significantly shape the source traffic and not too loose to result in low l ink  

utilization. 

In our simulation. the token depth b is set to contain enough tokens so that the source c m  

deliver IBL packets at peak rate. p during the burst time without queueing any piickets. 

The ON time is given by 2BUp .  Thus b c m  be calculated by 

For iin entremely bursty source. the token depth 6 is close to the maximum value 2BL. 

We set the token rate, r, to a value that allows an ernpty bucket to be refilled wirh in  half 

of the average idle period. thus the token rate can be calculated by 

from Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4 we cm get 

and 

B L x p x  Idle 
b = 

p x  ldZr l2+2BL 

Because the token bucket parameters calculated from Equations 1.6 and 4.7 can allow a 

source burst with a burst size twice as large as its average burst size to pass through 

without queueing any packet and the token bucket is refilled at a rate twice as hst as it 



needs on average. the source will basically maintain the original burst chxacteristics as 

oenerated from the ONfOFF model alter passing through such token bucket filter. s 

Therefore. and because the token bucket specification closel y describes the source 

characteristics, the source requests the same amount of the resources from the networks 

as it actually needs. This makes the admission control and resource reservation more 

precise and efficient. 

The simulations used in ihis thesis are discrete erent driven simulations that are 

developed in Java. The simulütor consists of three main parts: 

a) Traffic generator: Responsible for generating trnffic patterns with specific 

parameter se t thp .  It includes two components: 

rn Flow generaior: Generates independent packet flows sharacterized b! the 

O-IIOFF mode1 and passes [hem through the token buckct filters. 

Traffic manager: Schedules the exponentially distributed iirri\.als of t1cnr.s. 

Assigns the value for the traffic model settings and the token buckst fi ltcr 

parameters to achieve the desirable traffic aggregation. 

b) Network module: Simulates Layer 3 functions of the DiffServ architecture. I t  

is composed of three components: 

rn Node: Responsible for receiving packets and putting them in respective 

output buffers. conducting the measurement process and cooperating wi th  

BBs during admission control. 

Link: Delivers packets according to its assigned bit rate. 
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BB: responsible for the signalin; process Iirnong source. node and itself. 

as well as handling admission control requests. 

c) Event Handler: Maintains a time-ordered schedule of events in the simullition. 

We repeat each simulation experiment five times to achieve a 90% confidence level with 

10% confidence intervals (see Appendix A). Each simulation is run for 3000 simulated 

seconds. The data presented are obtained from the later half of each simulation. B y visual 

inspection. we determined that 1000 simulated seconds are sufficient for the simulation to 

rexh 3 stable state. 

The flow interanival times are exponentially distributed with an average of 300 

milliseconds. We set the average holding rime of the sources to 300 seconds. The targct 

utilization v is set to 95%. The loss bound of the service is sei to 0.5%. 

4.2 Discussion of Results 

A number of simulation experiments were conducted in order to study the effect of rhr 

peak rate. average rate and burst size on the performance of the admission control scheme 

designed for the LG service. We also varied the rneasurement window and buffer size to 

study their performance effects under different scenarios. 

4.2.1 Effect of Peak Rate 

Figures 4.3 and 1.4 plot the link utilization vs. the peak source rate for an output buffer 

size of 128kb and 256kb, respectively. Different values of average source rate u (50kbls. 
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lOOkb/s and 100kb/s), burst size ( 10kb and 30kb) and measurement time \vindo\\ (3Ohlb 

and 6OMb) were used. 

We can see that under a same average rate, the utilization decreases with the increiise of 

the peak rate. This c m  be explained by noting the source burstiness factor (BF). 

calculated 3s the source peak rate divided by source average rate ( p h ) .  BF is an index of 

the burstiness level of a source. For the same average traffic rate, BF increases with the 

increase of the peak rate. The greater the BF of individual sources. the more bursty the 

aggregate traffic tends to be. We can also use Equation 1.1 to explain this phenornenon. 

When the burst size BL is constant. a decrease in the average rate or an increase in the 

peak rate will result in an increase of source's idle tirne. Long idle time of sources results 

in uneven distribution of the aggregate traffic. which makes the aggresûte traffic bursty. 

With the increase of the traffic burstiness level. and in order to guarintee the loss bound. 

the admission control scheme will further limit the number of flows admitted into the 

network, which results in ri decrease in the utilization. 

For sources with the same average rate, BF increases with the increase of the peak rate, 

resulting in lower utilization. Likewise, as we can see frorn the plots, given the same peak 

rate. a higher average rate of source traffic results in higher utilization. since for a given 

same peak rate, a higher average rate results in a smaller BF value. From Figures 1.3 and 

1.4. we can see that a smaller burst size of source traffic (IOkb) results in a highrr 

utilization. This is because sources with a smaller burst size can achieve a higher 
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multiplexing gain than sources with larger burst size. The effect of the burst sizr will lx 

further studied in the section 4.3.3. 

The results also show that a large rneasurement window results in a relatively low 

utilization level. This is because increasing T makes the measurement process more 

conservative by sampling the queue lengths and utilization for a longer history. which in 

turn makes the admission control algorithm itself more conservative. Merinu hile. a 1;irgc 

T depresses the utilization by keeping the artificially increasrd rneasurcd u l u e s  for a 

long period. 

When a larger buffer size (756kb) is nssigned (see Figure 4.1). the utilization increlises. 

This is because a Iarger buffer can absorb more bursts From the iraffir I1oii.s. 

Consequently. the admission control scheme cûn admit more tlows into the network. The 

increase in utilization is more signifiant for the bursty traffic than for the smooth tniffic 

(see Figures 4.3 and 4.4). 
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Figure 4.3 Peak rate vs. utilization (buffer size = 128kb) 
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4.2.2 Effect of Average Rate 

Figures 1.5 and 4.6 plot the link utilization vs. the avera- source raie for an output 

buffer size of 128kb and 356kb. respectively. Different values of burstiness fxtor ( 2 .  

5. IO), burst size ( 10kb and 3Okb) and measurement time window (3O;Llb and 6Oblb) wi -c .  

used. 

We can see that increasing the average rate initially results in an incrcase of the 

utilization. Then the utilization decreases when the average rate is further increiised. 

From Equation 4.2 we c m  see that when BF is fined. increasing the average rate causes it 

decrease of the source idle time. This explains the initial increase in utilization. Howver. 

further increasing of the average rate, and because the bandwidth assigned for the service 

is fixed in our simulation, the number of flows that crin be adrnitted decrelises. The tlon 

multiplexing effect drops with the lower number of CO-existing fio~vs. which lerids to the 

deçrease in utilization. For higher values of BF. the second effect has a more significcint 

impact and utilization drops faster as the average rate increases. 
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Figure 4.5 Average rate vs. utilization (buffer size = 128kb) 
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Figure 4.6 Average rate vs. utilization (buffer size = 256kb) 
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42.3 Effect of Burst Size 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 plot the link utilization vs. the burst size for an output buffer size of 

128kb and 256 kb. respectively. Different values of burstiness factor ( 2 .  5. 10). average 

source rate (50kb and 100 kb) and measuremeni time window (30Mb and 60Mb) were 

used. 

The results show that the utilization decreases with increasing the burst size. This is 

because large bursts are harder to smooth out through natural multiplexing than srna11 

bursts. We can also use Equation 1.2 to explain this effecr. When the average rate. CL. and 

peak rate. p. are fixed. the source idle rime Ide  increases proponionall) with the h u n t  

size BL. This causes lower utilization. 
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Figure 4.7 Burst size vs. utilization (buffer size = 128kb) 
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4.2.4 Effect of Buffer Size 

The experiments in this section study the effect of buffer size on the system performance. 

Unlike the experiments in previous sections. the traffic sources used here rxhibit 

variations in their average and peak rates. The characteristics of the traffic used are 

described in Table 4.1. The range of average rate and burstiness fictor charactesize 3 

traffic type. The average value of BF for each traffic type is also s h o w  in Table 4.1. 

Traffic type A can be characterized as light load. bursty traffic. traffic B can be 

characterized as medium load. medium bursty traffic and traffic C c m  be characterized üs 

heavy load, smooth traffic. 

Traffic Name Range of Average Rate a BF 
A i ri in [Ijkbps. 30kbpsI 10 

Table 4.1 Traffic Characteristics 

Three settings of measurement window (T = 30Mb. 45Mb and 6OPvIb) are used in rhe 

experiments (see Figure 1.9). For traffic type A. which is bursty, the utilization increases 

quickly with the increase of the buffer size. For traffic type B. which is less bursty. the 

utilization increases slowly with the increase of the buffer size. There 

increase in utilization observed for traffic type C while larger buffers are 

because bursty traffic has more tendency to build up a longer queue than 

the output buffer. As we mentioned before, the buffer size and observed 

is no significant 

ûssigned. This is 

srnooth traffic 3t 

queue length are 



used as inputs in our admission control scheme to estimate the loss ~ i~hen  considering a 

flow's request. When the traffic is bunty, increasing the buffer size will significcintly 

increase the number of admitted flows, which in turn causes an increase in utilization. 

When the traffic is smooth, a relatively srna11 queue could be built up at the output buffer. 

Thus the increase of the buffer size will only have little effect on the number of üdmitted 

tlows. 

Again. the large measurement window T leads to a conservative admission control. ir hiçli 

results in a low utilization level. The results also give us an idea of how significantl! ihe 

choice of T affects the system performance. For exampie. for Traffic A witli burst size of 

30kb. when a smdl T (30Mb) is used. the system clin achieve a 9% increase in ~itilizlition 

t han IV ith a larze T (60iMb). 
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Figure 4.9 Buffer size vs. utilization 



4.2.5 Cornparison ~ 4 t h  Premium Service 

Table 4.2 compares the results of the LG service to an equivalent Premium service 

counterpart. The results for Premium service are calculated by assurnin_o the peiik rate i s  

guaranteed. The results for the LG service are collected through the experimenrs u3h 

buffer size 1 X k b  and source burst size 10kb. We can see chat the LG service consistently 

allows the network to achieve a higher utilization level than Premium service. The 

utilization gain is not as significant when source traffic is smooth. For instance. Traffic C 

has a peak rate only twice as its average rate (BF=2). Consequcntly. the results onl!, show 

an increase in utilization from 50% to 88%. In contrast. for bursty sources. the =;lin of 

using the LG service is more apparent as i t  achieves a rnuch higiier utilizniion compmd 

to thrit achievable under Prernium service. Traffic A. for enample. is ver' bursty Cndci 

Premiurn service. only U flows on average c m  be admitted resulting in a lot\ utiliziition 

of 10%. Under the LG service. 368 flows are served on the average. resulting in an actual 

utilization of S3%. 

Trafic Premium Service Loss Guaranteed Service 
I 1 

1 I 

/ Name i Util 1 Active fiows (N) Util j Active flows (N) ! Loss Rate 

Table 4.2 Premium Service vs. Loss Guaranteed Service 



Figure 4.10 shows the utilization Ievel for the LG service and Premium service for triffic 

with different burstiness factors. We can see that with the increase of the burstiness 

factor, the utilization level of both type of services decrease consistently. However. the 

utilization level for Premium service drops at a much higher rate than  thrtt of the LG 

service. For exarnple, when BF reaches 7. under the LG service. rhe systern c m  still 

achieve a high utilization of 80%. while under Premium service. the utilization drops to 

as little as 14%. 

Z 
Premium 

+LG1 
+ LG2 

Burstiness Factor (pla) 

Figure 4.10 Utilization of LG Service cfs. Premium Ser~ice 
(Average rate = jokbps, bunt  size = l jkb, 

LG1: buffer size = 6Jkb, LG2: buffer size = 128kb) 
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4.3.6 Cornparison with Assured Service 

The experiments in this section compare the results of LG service vs. Assured service in 

terms of utilization and loss rate. To simplify our experiments. we compared the LG 

service with the highest of the four classes of Assured service and assumed that dl the 

Assured packets are in-profile. We also assumed that this class of Assured service htis rhe 

sûme bandwidth and buffer assignment as the LG service. Figure 4.1 1 plots the utilization 

of Assured service and LG service with a measurement window of 1OMb. 2OMb and 

30Mb. We use sources with an average rate of 5Okbps and burst size of 1 5kb in the 

experiments. Figure 4.1 l(a) shows the results when a smooth traffic (BF=2) is used. 

while Figure 4.1 1(b) shows the results when a bursiy traffic (BF= I O )  is used. In thc 

experiments. we increased the traffic load by increasing the tlow iirrival 

The plots show that the utilization level of Assured service increrises al 

rate. 

most linearly with 

the increase of the flow arriva1 rate unti l  it approaches full utilization. Under the LG 

service. when the traffic load is iight. the utilization also increases with the increlise of 

the fiow arriva1 rate. When the traffic load approaches link capxity. the utilizririon 

increase is slower and stabilizes at a certain threshold point. This is because when the 

traffic load is light, a faster flow mival rate leads to a larger number of admitted tlows. 

which results in a higher utilization. With the increase of the utilization. the admission 

control scheme tends to. reject more flow requests and will reject al1 the entra traffic 

requests when the utilization reaches a certain threshold. For burst y traffic (Fisure 

4.1 l(b)), the utilization level achievable under the LG service is lower. 
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Figure 4.11 Utilization vs. arriva1 rate of LG Service and Assured Service 
(LG1: mindoe size = lOMb, LG2: window size = ZOMb, LG3: window size = 30RIb. 

average rate = jokbps, burst size = l jkb) 



The rneasured packet loss results for the esperiment in Figure 4.1 1 rire s h o w  in Table 

1.3. We can see that when the traffic is light and smooth. Assured service provides results 

which are as good as the LG service. When the traffic is heavy andor burst y. the las k of 

admission control in the Assured service mode1 results in high loss rate. Under rhe LG 

senice. the Ioss rate is controlled within the tarset loss rate. For instance. for BF=IO and 

an arriva1 rate of 5 flows per second. 57% of packets are dropped under Assured service 

as opposed to less than 0.7% for the Loss Guaranteed service. A iarger measurernenr 

window for the LG service makes the admission control more conservative. resulting in a 

Io wer loss rale. 

.A rrival Rate ( flowlsec) Service Name 
1 n 3 3 4 5 

AS O O O 3.41 10-' 5 . 5 ~  10.' 

(a) B F = 2  

! 1 Arriva1 Rate (fio~/sec) Service Name 2 3 4 5 

(b) BF = 10 

Table 4.3 Loss Rate of Loss Guaranteed Service vs. Assured Service 



4.3 Summary 

This chapter evaluated the performance of Our measurement-based admjssion control 

scheme designed for the LG service, through a comprehensive simulation model. The 

effects of the source peak rate, average rate and burst size on the system performance 

were investigated. Experiments compriring the LG service with Premium service and 

Assured service were also conducted. It was shown that: 

LI With proper parameter setting of admission control tuning knobs. the LG ser t ix  clin 

achieve a high utilization level while still guaranteeing the loss bound. 

3 The multiplexing gain of tnffic bursts is affected by the burst size. burstiness fricror 

and the number of flows involved. A high multiplexing gain allows the LG service io 

achieve a high utilization level. 

LI Hizher utilization levels c m  be achieved through applying ii smaller measurement 

window Tas long as the loss bound is not violated. 

3 Sources with a high burstiness fictor (BF) result in a low utilizütion letel both undei 

the LG service and Premium service. However, by taking advantiige of the 

rnultiplexing effect of tnffic bursts, ziven the same BF, the LG service c m  achieve a 

higher utilization Ievel than Premium service. This utilization gain is more signifiant 

when the BF is higher. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

5.1 Concluding Remarks 

With the transformation of the Internet into a commercial infrastructure. customers 

expect differentiated QoS in terms of performance, throughput andor  Iatency. To meet 

such requirements, IntServ and DiffServ have been introduced to replace the curent 

simple one-service model provided by the Internet. The IntSer~ model can provide users 

with an end-to-end QoS guarantee through resource reservaiion and admission control 

mechanisms dong the data path. However. as the IntServ model uses per-flow signlilin_o 

and per-flow tnffic management, it introduces significant overhelid and scalability 

problems. The DiffServ approach alleviates these problems by providing QoS based on 

fiow aggregates. Service discrimination is provided through differentiation among service 

classes. Thus it is scalable and easy to implement. 



Two services, Premium and Assured have k e n  introduced in the DiffServ model. each 

intended for certain applications with different QoS requirements, but each having its 

own limitations. Premium service guarantees the peak rate of user flows. but results in a 

low bandwidth utilization. Assured service provides the assurance chat high priori[' 

packets can always gain a relatively higher throughput than low prioriry pückets during 

periods of network congestion. But .4ssured service cannot provide an' quantitative QoS 

guarantee to the traffic flows. 

The Loss Gumanteed (LG) service we proposed for the DiffServ architecture can provide 

a quantitative QoS guarantee in terms of loss rate without per-tlow büsed resource 

resewation. A signaling protocol which is in conformance with the DiffSrrv model. dong 

with a measurement-based admission control are desisned to irnplement the LG service. 

Because this service does not allocate resources according to the peak iraffic requirement 

of each flow, it can achieve ri much higher utilization level than Premium service and cit 

the same time, provides a loss bound to the îlows requesting the service. 

An extensive simulation model has been developed to study the performance and 

viability of the LG service. We have tested a variety of traffic conditions and admission 

control parameter settings in our simulation. The results show that with proper settings of 

admission control parameters, the LG service c m  achieve a high level of utilization whi le 

still reliably keeping packet loss within the desired target. Experiments comparing the LG 

service with Premiurn service and Assured service have also k e n  conducted. Comparing 
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Comparing with Premium service, the results show that a significant uiiliziition gain c m  

be achieved under the LG service. Comparing with Assured service, the results show the 

LG service can guarantee a loss bound even during congestion periods. 

In conclusion. the LG service is able to provide packet-loss guarüntees u i t h i n  the 

DiffServ architecture wit hout the need for explicit resource reservation. 

5.2 

This 

Future Work 

thesis proposed a signaling protocol and admission control scheme IV hic h are 

necessary for irnplementation of the LG service. Our simulation results show that the loss 

bound can be provided and a high utilization level can be achieved by this service. 

However. several aspects still need funher investigation. 

The performance of the admission control scheme we proposed is highly dependent on 

the values of the performance tuning knobs discussed in Section 3.4.4. In a short time 

scale, we can assume the traffic is stable in t e m  of load and burst charücteristics. 

However, the traffic situation fluctuates in a larger time scale. Moreover. if a dynamic 

bandwidth allocation scheme for the LG service is used, the allocated bandwidth and 

buffer space can also change. An ideal admission control scheme for the LG service 

should have a mechaoism that autornatically tunes the admission control settings 

according to changes in traffic condit ions. For instance, the adaptive-w indow 

measurement rnechanism introduced in Section 2.3.3.2 can be applied to the LG srr\.ice. 
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The adaptive-window measurement mechanisrn automatically adapts to traffic 

fluctuations by adjusting the measurernent window size. In such mechanism. a First-lrvrl 

algorithm is used to adjust the window size according to the current link load. Whenever 

the link load is lower than a trigger value, the algorithm continuously shrinks the 

measurement window size. resulting a less conservative measurement. until the link loxi 

reaches a trigger value. Aftenvards it starts to enlarge to measurement window size unti l  

the link load drops below the tngger value. The trigger value is selected by a second-lewl 

algorithm. which takes some measured values as inputs. In our case. the shon term and 

long term loss violations crin be used as inputs to adjust the trigger value. 

We proposed a possible dynarnic resource allocation scheme for the LG service in this 

thesis. Under such scheme, the LG service can allow Premium traffic and Assurrd traftic 

to share part of its bandwidth when its traffic is light. This allows efficient usage o f  the 

bandwidt h amans different services wit hin the DiffServ architecture. The increcisr or 

decreüse of the resource allocation for the LG service should also be basrd on real-iime 

measurement. The decrease of the bandwidth allocation should be done in a more 

conservative way t han the increase of the bandwidth allocation. to ensure t hat decrease of 

the bandwidth allocation does not cause a shon term loss bound violation. A criterion 

used to evaluate such a scherne should be based on how efficiently it manages the 

bandwidth sharing among the LG service and other services in terms of the overltll l ink 

utilization. while the Ioss bound is still reliably provided. 
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Appendix 

Confidence Interval 

The accuracy of sirnulat ion results is normally described in terms of confidence intervals 

placed on the mean values of these results. The procedure to calculüte the confidence 

intervals is described in this appendix. 

Let  Y,. Y.. Y ;  ..... Y, be the simulation resulrs of the same expertment rerultinp frorn A' 

different runs. Furthermore. these results are assumed to be statistically independent. The 

sarnple rnean, F ,  of these results is given by 

and the variance of the distribution of the sample values, S;  , is defined as follows: 

the standard deviation of the sample mean is given by: 



A pprilclir: C o n  fideri ce I n  t e n d  96 

The Mean of simulation runs may faIl in the intervd ?E within the actual mean with a 

certain probability drawn from the [-distribution. 

the r-distribution wirh iV-1 degrees o i  frerdom uith 

The confidence intervals with respect to the simulation results have upper and lower 

limits, which are defined as follows: 

d 

Lo\r*erLinrit = Y ,  - & 

ITpperLiruir = Y, + E 

In this thesis, 9 0 8  confidence interval for each data point was obtained based on 5 

independent runs prr simulation experirnent. The simulation running times have been 

chosen long enough io ensure stability and tight confidence intervals. In ail simulation 

results presented in this thesis, the confidence intervals rarely exceeded 10% of their 

conesponding mean values. 
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